
"The Living Suitcase!"

Ext. Store front

Camera pans down from sky to front of building. Sign reads 
"Suitcases 'R' Us" Sign below it reads "liquidation sale 50-75% 
off!"

Int. Store

Phil walks through the empty shelves of the store until he comes 
across one with suitcases.

Phil browses the various suitcases on the shelf. He comes across 
a brown one. He takes it off the shelf. He walks over to the 
cashier. 

Cashier (monotone voice)
Did you find everything ok sir.

Phil
Yes I did. I would like to buy this suitcase.

Phil places the suitcase on the check out table. Cashier scans 
it.

Cashier
That will be $45

Phil
That's with the %75 off?!

Cashier stares at Phil. Holds hand out. Phil digs in his pocket 
and hands cashier money. Cashier makes changes. Phil grabs 
suitcase and starts to walk out

Camera pans and tilts as the cashier says his next line. The 
lighting gets darker and redder and flames appear from behind 
him.

Cashier
Before you leave the store I am obligated to warn you that the 
particulate suitcase you purchased today was cursed by an angry 
wizard who was frustrated that we did not sell little rubber 

ducks. He called down a curse so horrific that I can't even bare 
to describe it.



Ext. Store

Cashier pushes Phil out of the store.

Cashier
All sales are final have a nice day.

Cashier runs back inside and slams store door. Phil stands at 
the front of the store shocked.

Close up of Phil

Phil lifts up the suitcase

Phil
Here goes nothing

Close up of suitcase

Phil opens the suitcase and eyes appear. Phil screams and drops 
the suitcase

Suitcase
Ow!

Phil
What are you!

Suitcase
I am a living suitcase what does it look like. 

Phil looks at the suitcase still in shock.

Suitcase
Thanks for saving me from that place, it was starting to get 

lonely in there. No one to talk to and all. My name is Casey by 
the way

Phil continues to stare at Casey, shocked.

Casey
Just thought you should know that I am cursed to hold your 

things forever. At least until you die that is. 

Phil continues to stare at Casey.



Casey
So... What do you want to do now.

Phil continues to stare, still shocked. Casey slaps him

Casey
Come on we can't just stand here forever

Ext. Pizza restraint

Phil walk over to table with two slices of pizza. Phil sits down 
across from Casey. Gives a slice to Casey. 

Casey
I don't eat food

Phil 
Well what are you then!

Casey
I am a living suitcase, that's all there is to it. I eat the 
stuff you want to store in me and then I barf it back up. For 

example, let's as you wanted to store this pizza slice.

Casey eats the pizza

Casey
Now whenever you want to retrieve the pizza, you ask nicely and 

then...

Casey barfs it back up. The pizza lands on the table covered in 
green barf

Phil
I don't think I am going to be storing anything in you. You are 

not a very good suitcase.

Casey
That is very insulting! You haven't even tried me yet

Phil
Don't worry about serving me or whatever because I don't need a 
suitcase that throws up barf all over my stuff. This is just a 
crazy dream I am having. I am going home and forgetting about 

all this before my head explodes.



Phil gets up and walks away

Casey
Wait come back! 

Phil starts crossing the street and doesn't see a car coming

Casey
Oh no! He is too distracted by my amazing charm he is going to 

get hit.

Int. Car

Driver is listening to "Precious" by Brotherhood Workshop 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eBzI2nzXAlY

Driver sees Phil. Driver screams.

Ext. Road

Sal looks at car.

Phil
Gasp!

Casey knocks Phil out of the road. Phil falls to the ground. He 
gets up and sees Casey flattened in the road. Phil walks over to 
Casey.

Phil
Wow, this little suitcase gave his life for someone who didn't 
even want to be his friend. I've let a fantastic friend go 

before I even got the chance to know him.

Phil sobs a bit. Casey gets up.

Casey
It's good to hear you say that!

Phil stumbles backwards 

Phil
Aaaahhhhh!

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eBzI2nzXAlY


Casey
I may be part living being but I am also part indestructible 

suitcase. I am basically immortal! 

Phil
So we can be best friends for life!

Phil hugs Casey. Montage plays of Casey and Phil doing fun 
activities. Golfing, swimming, ninja role play, stopping 
robberies, eating a meal, Casey barfing up items. A suitcase 
closes on last scene like a book

Superimpose
The End

Text fades

The suitcase opens back up and eyes wink

Fade to black


